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1.                                                Introduction 

        The society we live in abides us with rules constructed amidst a mist of power relations. As 

part of the common gentry we seldom get a chance or even bother to take a look into the reasons 

behind following the socially constructed rules. Media plays an essential and, to an extent, a 

mandatory role in keeping one, even if least interested, updated with his/her surroundings and 

concerns. It has become a part of our daily lives in such a way that we, intentionally or 

unintentionally, rely upon the news that it provides us with. As a requirement to complete my 

Bachelors of Arts in English from the Department of English and Humanities of BRAC 

University, I chose Media and Cultural Studies as my concentration because it would provide me 

with a chance and route to trace to the roots of “news” that claims to feed our queries and 

curiosities. Mainstream media enjoys an advantage of appreciation based upon our dependency 

on it for updated news and information but, on the contrary, is also criticised for exploiting this 

advantage. My internship at Dhaka Tribune was also an opportunity for me to balance my 

curiosity and skepticism concerning the world of media by looking into the authenticity and 

fairness of the news that we are regularly being bombarded with.  

        I decided to intern at Dhaka Tribune because of its transparency in practice. The policy of 

Dhaka Tribune advocates zero tolerance for sexual or any other form of harassment by anyone at 

all levels. The employees share a healthy working environment where fruitful team work is 

conducted in a cooperative and respectful atmosphere. The editorial policy of Dhaka Tribune is 

characterized as a liberal one, and is implemented at the workplace with a positive outlook 

towards new and creative ideas.  

        I interned at the Showtime desk of Dhaka Tribune. The Showtime page was initially 

published as the Entertainment page before the newspaper changed its layout from broadsheet to 
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compact on 1
st
 March 2015. The Showtime desk, a part of the Features Department, deals with 

news and reviews about events, world cinema, music, movies, theatres, radio, and lives and 

works of celebrities. I chose to intern at the Showtime desk because what the diverse elements of 

the page talk about suited my interest. These elements include movies, events, lifestyles and 

works of national and international celebrities, and a deeper look into where reality is blurred by 

media representation.  
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2.                             A brief history of Dhaka Tribune 

 

        Dhaka Tribune is a Bangladeshi English-language compact newspaper which was launched 

as a broadsheet on 19
th

 April, 2013. K. Anis Ahmed is the publisher of the newspaper, while 

Zafar Sobhan serves as the editor. Dhaka Tribune practices fair and objective journalism under 

the motto “The news you want. No more, no less.” The newspaper represents the voice of the 

progressive population of Bangladesh, and pledges to its readers to seek the truth, deliver the 

facts and offer relevant context and analysis where it is appropriate. The organization strives to 

address the readers‟ concerns with a non-judgemental and objective tone. It serves to the readers‟ 

benefit of making educated choices by providing authentic news 

including all relevant opinions, and ensuring that no significant 

strand of thought is neglected. Dhaka Tribune‟s current slogan is “I 

am made in Bangladesh” which was initially “Glad to be a 

Bangladeshi.” 

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/K._Anis_Ahmed
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zafar_Sobhan
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3.                  Interning at the Showtime desk of Dhaka Tribune 

        My internship experience at the Showtime desk of Dhaka Tribune has been a beautiful 

journey of exploration and learning. It was a challenging task for me to maintain focus during the 

internship period, and simultaneously attain good grades in the two other courses that I had taken 

during the same semester. The thorough support and guidance from my supervisor Ms. Sabrina 

Fatma Ahmad (Editor of the Features department), and my immediate supervisor Mr. Hasan 

Mansur Chatak, at the Showtime desk kept me motivated through every hurdle and 

disappointment.  

        My internship experience at the Showtime desk not only propelled me to explore and utilize 

my highest potential, but it also required me to do a lot of research. In the three months allotted 

for my internship I also had to expand my knowledge that was not always enough to respond 

with urgency to the diverse elements that the Showtime page dealt with. This was also taken into 

account at the Showtime desk, and whenever crucial topics came up in which I did not have 

adequate knowledge, my entire team guided me towards where my potential could serve to the 

immediate benefit of the Showtime page.  
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4.                                             News stories 

        Interning at the Showtime page initially seemed to be apt for my personal interest of 

exploring the various cultures and colours shown in media. I am also enthusiastic about writing 

poems in both English and Hindi languages. During my internship, I was required to write news 

stories that demanded stating rigid facts within a specific word allocation. It was challenging to 

write articles summarizing details to fit a rigid structure. My knack of creative writing and 

playing with words caused a hindrance in writing the lead paragraphs. The word-limit of these 

articles varied depending on the prominence of the topics and positioning of the articles 

compared to other articles on the same page that did not have equal amount of prominence and 

therefore space. The word-limits were similar to the ones that I was given in the Eng440: English 

for Print Media course at BRAC University. Within a range of words that varied mostly below 

500 words, I was required to incorporate the necessary details while also maintaining consistency 

and flow of transition within and between paragraphs. This also required me to maintain 

precision with words and authenticity while stating hard facts. These are skills that I had learnt in 

the Eng404: Copywriting and Eng440: English for Print Media courses at BRAC University.  
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5.                                  Translations 

        The majority of children in Bangladesh who belong from the lower middle-class families to 

those from a higher social class are more likely to be bilinguals. This can also be observed 

through the prevalence of code-switching which also suggests the decreasing necessity of 

translations in the bilingual Bangladesh. During my internship period at the Dhaka Tribune, a 

Bangladeshi English-language newspaper, I realized the significance of precise and meaningful 

translation, and of studies that revolve around it. Translation as a product in media has something 

more to it in most cases. Besides translating articles and press releases at the Showtime desk, I 

was also required to paraphrase articles and preserve the precise meanings of the source texts. 

Direct quotes had to be cautiously translated from Bengali sources to ensure equivalence of 

meaning while gathering information for news-stories written in English. While translating 

articles about advertisements, I also used transliterations since the names of the products had to 

be kept unchanged. For example, while translating a press release about the ad-shoot for „RFL 

Murgir Khancha‟ from Bengali to English, I had to transliterate the name of the product. Since 

the original advertisement was produced for a Bengali target audience, I used the transliteration 

„RFL Murgir Khancha‟ in the translated copy, instead of translating the product name to „RFL 

Hencoop.‟ But, translation for other news-stories required only free translation. Free translation 

follows the sense-for sense strategy and aims at capturing the sense of the source text and 

conveying it into the target text. According to Hervey, Higgins and Haywood, in their book 

Thinking Spanish Translation: A Course in Translation Method, Spanish to English, in free 

translation, “there is only a global correspondence between the textual units of the ST and those 

of the TT‟ (12). This experience was different since the alterations in translating copies for 

advertisements depended on the intended target audience, and the language in which the original 
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advertisement was produced. I could relate this variation in translation, which was due to the 

focus on the original intended target audience of the advertisement, to the Eng404: Copywriting 

course that I took at BRAC University. Similar to the word-for-word translation that I had learnt 

in the Eng465: Translation Studies course, I used direct translation while translating the list of 

winners of the National Film Award 2014 from Bengali to English. Following is the source text 

and the translated list of winners which was published within the article titled „National Film 

Award 2014 announced.‟ 
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https://issuu.com/dhakatribune/docs/160226215613-

ff7716f27345493e9ff6b3f89199b1df/3?e=6924309/33738588 

 

6.                                                Press Releases 

        A press release is often underestimated merely as a tool of persuasion used by advertisers. 

According to Blake and Bly in their book The Elements of Copywriting: The Essential Guide to 

Creating Copy that Gets the Results You Want: 

A press release is picked up by the media because it contains news of interest to a number 

of readers, viewers, or listeners - not because it is meant to persuade people to buy 

something […] Most people don‟t realize that many news stories appearing in the media 

have been generated by press releases. Reporters and editors can‟t possibly cover every 

story in person. They rely on press releases to generate ideas for articles (115). 

        The articles that I had written at the Showtime desk also consisted of information 

accumulated from press releases which were mostly about movies, songs and events. The 

problematic part in preparing articles from press releases is that it requires paraphrasing, and also 

demands a tone that is not too mundane. I wrote several articles in English which were borrowed 

from press releases in both English and Bengali languages. I was required to be careful in 

avoiding clichés from the original press releases, and I also had to avoid repetitions that would 

resonate similar articles in other newspapers. It was more difficult for me to write articles from 

press releases written in English since they required paraphrasing without translation. It was a 

challenge to reconstruct the sentences using synonyms and similar expressions. Below is a press 

https://issuu.com/dhakatribune/docs/160226215613-ff7716f27345493e9ff6b3f89199b1df/3?e=6924309/33738588
https://issuu.com/dhakatribune/docs/160226215613-ff7716f27345493e9ff6b3f89199b1df/3?e=6924309/33738588
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release in Bengali that I had translated, and it is followed by the article in English which was 

published in print. 
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https://issuu.com/dhakatribune/docs/160301191706-

b4adeae3258c4c8cbfa3b420203b106e/3?e=6924309/33830263 

 

7.                                    Event Reports 

        Event reporting was an opportunity and also a dare for me to transcend my comfort zone of 

interning at the Showtime desk. I wrote two reports on events, one of which I had visited for 

coverage from Dhaka Tribune. Similar to any formal event coverage, I was required to do 

research beforehand and take notes of all necessary details. I was spared the task of on-spot 

photography because the pictures for both the events were available for coverage. The 

experience was similar to my event reporting experience in the Eng440: English for Print Media 

course.  

        My first attempt at event reporting was moderately good.  My entire team motivated me to 

do better and I was also given elaborate instructions about on-spot reporting by Ms. Promiti 

Prova Chowdhury, a journalist at the Showtime desk. She instructed me to give up all 

presumptions and expectations about the event before it began, and to keep all my senses open 

towards every detail including the ambience and audience. During my second event reporting 

experience, I followed these instructions thoroughly. It not only made my report much more 

efficient and lively, but also added a new, better and enjoyable dimension to my event reporting 

experience. While writing the report I realized that the instructions also gave me the liberty and 

hence courage to play with words as long as the facts remained unchanged. My event report had 

sufficient content and details and was better than the previous one. Since my team members at 

the Showtime desk insisted that I write a report on the event (Valentine’s Celebration with James 

https://issuu.com/dhakatribune/docs/160301191706-b4adeae3258c4c8cbfa3b420203b106e/3?e=6924309/33830263
https://issuu.com/dhakatribune/docs/160301191706-b4adeae3258c4c8cbfa3b420203b106e/3?e=6924309/33830263
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& Sanam) that I attended with my personal expense, they supported me with guidelines, and the 

results also contributed positively to the unity of our team. Both criticism and appreciation were 

welcomed by the team as a whole. Here are my event reports with their links cited. 

 

http://issuu.com/dhakatribune/docs/160110211350-

130ac29adef84a0bb8eb571f57011313/31?e=0 

http://issuu.com/dhakatribune/docs/160110211350-130ac29adef84a0bb8eb571f57011313/31?e=0
http://issuu.com/dhakatribune/docs/160110211350-130ac29adef84a0bb8eb571f57011313/31?e=0
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http://issuu.com/dhakatribune/docs/160214194215-

f5a9c0b05c5c4da98e7d93b15d14f382/31?e=0 

 

 

 

http://issuu.com/dhakatribune/docs/160214194215-f5a9c0b05c5c4da98e7d93b15d14f382/31?e=0
http://issuu.com/dhakatribune/docs/160214194215-f5a9c0b05c5c4da98e7d93b15d14f382/31?e=0
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8.                                                         Features  

        The three months allotted for my internship had been full of explorations and 

experimentations. Through the process of trying out several things, it is only during the end of 

my internship period that I realized my potential in writing features. Writing a feature also 

required data gathered by researching. Due to limitation in time and with other urgent news-

stories at hand, I only got a few chances to write features. While writing features, even though I 

had the liberty to use puns and a bit of sarcasm too, I also had to be careful not to go overboard. 

Ensuring meaningful content was necessary and I had to carefully avoid the use of flowery 

words just for the sake of writing or filling spaces. These precautions reminded me of what I 

learnt in the Eng440: English for Print Media and Eng404: Copywriting courses that I had taken. 

The word-limit of these features was less than what I was given in my undergraduate courses 

because of the limited space in print. I also had to keep track of the multiple sources while 

gathering data to ensure authenticity. It was also for cross-checking purposes. Here are two 

features which I had written along with the sources cited. 
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http://issuu.com/dhakatribune/docs/160307201019-

79d532787ac94852b646f9ceb74b6ed5/29?e=0 

http://issuu.com/dhakatribune/docs/160307201019-79d532787ac94852b646f9ceb74b6ed5/29?e=0
http://issuu.com/dhakatribune/docs/160307201019-79d532787ac94852b646f9ceb74b6ed5/29?e=0
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http://issuu.com/dhakatribune/docs/160326222123-

5779d4b7ef524902925cb15be2f532ca/31?e=0 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://issuu.com/dhakatribune/docs/160326222123-5779d4b7ef524902925cb15be2f532ca/31?e=0
http://issuu.com/dhakatribune/docs/160326222123-5779d4b7ef524902925cb15be2f532ca/31?e=0
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9.                                         Miscellaneous Works 

        One must overcome the fear of making mistakes in order to be a good learner. Interning at 

the Showtime desk allowed me the flexibility to try out various tasks, but also required more 

persistence at times of failure. Since three months were too less to afford moments of frustration, 

I took every task as part of my learning experience where mistakes were bound to happen. My 

positive outlook towards learning and the encouragement that I received from the members of 

the Showtime desk prevented me from giving in to failures.  

 

9.1                                                           Obituary 

        The works that I enjoyed or did out of interest led to better outcomes than the ones I did 

only with required sincerity. On one hand, excessive writing was restricted by space allocations 

and format of the Showtime page, on the other hand, the diverse elements that the page talked 

about allowed fluidity in writing styles. I had written an article about the late artist Khalid 

Mahmood Mithu which was published four days after his death. Similar to what I had learnt in 

the Eng440: English for Print Media course, the article consisted of most of the necessary details 

of a typical obituary, but its heavy aesthetic value made it seem more like a tribute. It was in fact 

a feature obituary. The content under the article titled „Khalid Mahmood Mithu: Life of an 

intuitive artist‟ mainly focused on the achievements of the deceased as an artist and very less 

space was dedicated to information about the incident of his death. The lack of timeliness and 

lamenting tone of the article also suggested its worthiness as an aesthetic article rather than only 

an informative one. Below is the article with its link cited. 
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http://issuu.com/dhakatribune/docs/160310204444-

6bbe13e01d004e0e91d94a484d022084/31?e=0 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://issuu.com/dhakatribune/docs/160310204444-6bbe13e01d004e0e91d94a484d022084/31?e=0
http://issuu.com/dhakatribune/docs/160310204444-6bbe13e01d004e0e91d94a484d022084/31?e=0
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9.2                                         What To Watch 

        During my internship period, I was not assigned 

only tasks which I could relate to the courses I took at 

BRAC University. A part of this learning experience 

also required me to get acquainted with and adapt to 

the existing trends of the Showtime page. One such 

trend of the Showtime page was a frequently published 

section titled, „What To Watch‟ which I was taught to 

prepare. „What To Watch‟ is a list which consists of the 

names of a few movies/shows expected to be aired on 

the day the newspaper comes out. The names of the 

movies/shows were listed along with some information 

which included general overviews and images of the 

movies/shows, the channel where they would be aired 

and the timing of their telecast. My team members at the Showtime desk taught me how to 

prepare the list by gathering information from particular sites. I also had to be careful while 

stating the timings collected from international sites since they had to be converted to 

Bangladeshi local time. The size and shape of the section „What To Watch‟ was adjusted 

depending on the space allocations and placement of other articles on the Showtime page. The 

section served as a back-up to fill in space, and was dropped out at times whenever enough 

content was ready at hand. Attached is a sample of „What To Watch‟ from the source: 

http://issuu.com/dhakatribune/docs/160317220006-

d51dc4b1347042dfb816b9f7ed693bf1/31?e=0 

http://issuu.com/dhakatribune/docs/160317220006-d51dc4b1347042dfb816b9f7ed693bf1/31?e=0
http://issuu.com/dhakatribune/docs/160317220006-d51dc4b1347042dfb816b9f7ed693bf1/31?e=0
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9.3                                            Experimentation 

  Birthdays This Week 

          The diverse contents that the Showtime page talks about created 

possibilities for experimentation. Besides utilizing my educational skill 

to accomplish necessary and recommended tasks, I could also utilize my 

personal interests in zodiac/star signs to create new trends for the 

Showtime page. My team members initially encouraged me to create a 

catalogue in which I had to enlist birthdays of television celebrities 

under three categories: Dhallywood, Hollywood and Bollywood. 

Besides developing the catalogue, I used the birthdays to create a section 

titled „Birthdays This Week.‟ It was irregularly published on Sundays, 

and consisted of celebrity birthdays ranging to the date corresponding to 

the upcoming Saturday. For example, the section „Birthdays This Week‟ 

published on 20
th

 March, Sunday, lists birthdays from 20
th

 March to 26
th

 

March, Saturday.  

http://issuu.com/dhakatribune/docs/160319193935-

81b17eb313eb43e39811eb5675ebdecc/31?e=0 

 

 

 

 

 

          

http://issuu.com/dhakatribune/docs/160319193935-81b17eb313eb43e39811eb5675ebdecc/31?e=0
http://issuu.com/dhakatribune/docs/160319193935-81b17eb313eb43e39811eb5675ebdecc/31?e=0
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    Starred Stars 

        It was a time-consuming task to gather and sort out data for the celebrity birthdays 

catalogue. I had to cross-check the dates by matching them with data suggested by alternate 

sources, and I also had to save all the sources so that they can be proofread. The section 

„Birthdays This Week‟ was not regularised since the accumulated data was insufficient to satisfy 

our intention of always including celebrities from every category: Dhallywood, Hollywood and 

Bollywood. While preparing the list of birthdays for the upcoming week, I noticed that birthdays 

in every category were not well-scattered, and hence it would not contribute to fill in for the 

corresponding range of dates for every week ahead. To compensate our previous plan of using 

birthdays from every category, my team members and I decided to talk more about the birthdays 

with other relevant contents. Here, my interest in zodiac/star signs served to increase the content 

and diversity of the Showtime page. I researched online in order to gather information about 

certain star signs, and also to enlist common personality traits of people who share the same star 

sign. The accumulated data consisted of the type of element for each star sign, namely, the water, 

air, fire and earth sign. It also included the common personality traits such as weaknesses and 

strengths of people under the star sign, and stated their common outlook toward career, money, 

friends and family. A basic significance of the star signs lies in the range of dates that they cover. 

The 12 star signs, each lasting for almost a month, cover a range of dates across every two 

consecutive months. The problem with inconsistent celebrity birthdays had been solved since 

birthdays ranging within 30 days could be chosen from every category to be used in support with 

a certain star sign. I selected a few prominent celebrity birthdays, from all three categories, 

which were comparatively more significant within the catalogue. I then compiled the selected 

celebrity birthdays with all the gathered data about the star sign and about the people who share 
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the star sign, to create the section „Starred 

Stars‟ which was published on Sundays 

alternate to „Birthdays This Week.‟ For 

example, the section „Starred Stars‟, 

published on 13 March, 2016, includes basic 

information about the star sign Pisces that 

ranges from 19 February to 20 March. 

Besides mentioning the personality traits, 

weaknesses, strengths, and outlook toward 

career, money, friends and family, that is 

common for all Pisceans, the section also 

enlists the celebrity birthdays under the 

subtitle „Famous Pisceans.‟ 

https://issuu.com/dhakatribune/docs/160312200044-

6b421ef0a5c94c708a166d62902353d4/31?e=6924309/34101872 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://issuu.com/dhakatribune/docs/160312200044-6b421ef0a5c94c708a166d62902353d4/31?e=6924309/34101872
https://issuu.com/dhakatribune/docs/160312200044-6b421ef0a5c94c708a166d62902353d4/31?e=6924309/34101872
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 Who do you share your horoscope with 

        The zodiac/star signs are the foundation bricks for astrological predictions which are 

commonly known as horoscopes. Building towards the diversity of the Showtime page, I and my 

team decided to publish the section „Who do you share your horoscope with.‟ This section, 

published on Sundays 

alternate to „Birthdays This 

Week‟ and „Starred Stars,‟ 

consisted of a weekly 

horoscope for the certain star 

sign functioning for the week 

along with birthdays of 

celebrities who share the star 

sign and hence also the 

horoscope. Here is the 

section „Who do you share 

your horoscope with,‟ 

published on 27 March, 

2016.  

 

http://issuu.com/dhakatribune/docs/160326222123-

5779d4b7ef524902925cb15be2f532ca/30?e=0 

 

 

http://issuu.com/dhakatribune/docs/160326222123-5779d4b7ef524902925cb15be2f532ca/30?e=0
http://issuu.com/dhakatribune/docs/160326222123-5779d4b7ef524902925cb15be2f532ca/30?e=0
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10.                                                 Special Achievements 

        My internship experience at Dhaka Tribune was not only about exploring the world of 

media, but it also was a journey of self-exploration. I initially felt trapped due to the restrictions 

in writing styles that I had to follow at the Showtime desk. My efforts in utilising my poetic skill 

in news-stories and features by creating puns had all gone in vain. Yet ironically, I was given 

credit as a poetess for the first time in print media while interning at Dhaka Tribune. 

Transcending the horizon of the Showtime page, I had my poem „Dead rose‟ published on 26 

March, 2016 in the „Arts & Letters‟ 

supplement of Dhaka Tribune. I express 

immense gratitude to my supervisor Ms. 

Sabrina Fatma Ahmad for encouraging 

me to submit my poetry, and to Mr. 

Rifat Munim - Editor of „Arts & Letters‟ 

for approving and publishing my poem.  

http://issuu.com/dhakatribune/docs/160326114308-f56f641b506c4cc8b53b26aea0374ddd/3?e=0 

 

        Besides being attributed for my poetic skill, I have also received a testimonial from Dhaka 

Tribune which has added meaning to, and signifies, my internship experience at both personal 

and educational levels. It best symbolizes what I have learnt and earned during the three-month 

internship period.  Below is a copy of the original testimonial. 

http://issuu.com/dhakatribune/docs/160326114308-f56f641b506c4cc8b53b26aea0374ddd/3?e=0
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11.                                            Conclusion 

        My internship experience at Dhaka Tribune was not only about exploring the world of 

media, but it was also a journey of self-exploration. It was not easy for me to maintain focus 

while interning along with two other courses that I had taken for the same semester. It would not 

have been possible without the support and encouragement that I have received both from my 

family and from other members at Dhaka Tribune.   

        During my internship period at the Showtime desk, I have learnt how cooperation and 

mutual respect ensures fruitful teamwork in a friendly atmosphere. Practicing its motto “The 

news you want. No more, no less,” Dhaka Tribune welcomes new perspectives, and represents 

the voice of the progressive population of Bangladesh. My internship experience at Dhaka 

Tribune has not only contributed to my interest towards the world of media, but it has also made 

me a more insightful person. It has been an honour to be a part of Dhaka Tribune.   
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